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Inmarsat
Enabling the connected world
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Business Units
Powering global connectivity

Maritime

Enterprise

Aviation

Thousands of vessels
rely on Inmarsat’s
unrivalled end-to-end
service availability and
coverage for
operational comms
and safety services.
We offer the broadest
portfolio of mobile
voice and data
solutions on the
market.

Inmarsat is the leading
global provider of sat
coms and managed
connectivity services
for land-based
organisations across
sectors including
agriculture, aid and
NGO, media, mining,
oil and gas, renewable
energy, transport and
utilities.

Inmarsat provides the
ultimate inflight
connectivity
experience for the
entire aircraft, from
voice and safety
communications in the
cockpit to high-speed,
reliable broadband in
the cabin.
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Inmarsat
Government (U.S.)

Global
Government

Designed for worldwide
mobility, Inmarsat’s
flexible communication
solutions seamlessly
complement government
satellite networks,
allowing U.S. agencies to
augment MILSATCOM
systems whenever
needed.

Inmarsat meets the
communications
requirements of civil
government and
military customers in
over 80 countries.
With our regional
specialists and sectorspecific solutions, we
connect those who
protect.

The future of Fleet Xpress
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The world is changing
Sustainability is driving economic agenda

(…)Supporting the communities in
which we work. We respect the
people in our communities and
protect the environment by
embracing sustainable practices
across our businesses(…).
Statement on the Purpose of a Corporation

What about shipping
Stakeholders lining up

(…) GHG emissions from international
shipping to peak and decline to peak
GHG emissions from international
shipping as soon as possible and to
reduce the total annual GHG emissions
by at least 50% by 2050 compared to
2008(…).
IMO Strategy on Reduction of GHG from
ships

Getting to Zero Coalition
Accelerating maritime shipping's
decarbonisation with the development
and deployment of commercially viable
deep sea zero emission vessels by
2030.

The circular economy model
Digitalisation as key enabler
•

Driving growth, reducing risks

and reintroducing profitability
•

Circular business model for
vessel ownership

•

New type of business models
for shipping industry

•

Digitalisation is the key enabler
of a circular economy

Source: Danish Ship Finance

The data drive
Big Data is transforming business

0.05

Seconds between
each motion
measurement on a
ship

2,800

Sensors hardwired
into the Triple E
vessel’s main control
system

200

Sensors in a modern main
engine room measuring
temperature and pressure

2GB

Data stored every day from
the main control system of
a Triple E vessel

5,000
Data tags
on modern
vessel

7,000

Channels monitored on the Triple
E for situational awareness and
alarms

2TB

Data generated every
100 days by a
modern vessel

30TB

Transmitted by Maersk
line fleet over satellite
link every month
Source: Maersk Group

9000 Fleet Xpress

Enabling the Connected Vessel

>50% Increase in data consumption

176 Gb

270 Gb

Average volume of data
downloaded per vessel
in January 2018

Average volume of data
downloaded per vessel
in January 2019

State of digitalisation
Inmarsat findings

•

How mature is the maritime industry in relation to adoption of digitalisation?

•

Does the maritime industry have the skills it needs for digitalisation?

•

How mature is the maritime industry’s approach to security?

•

How advanced if the maritime industry’s approach to data?

•

How well is the maritime sector adapting to the connectivity requirements?

•

How will the maritime industry invest in digitalisation?

Source: Industrial IoT: Land and Sea

State of innovation
Inmarsat findings

•

Policy Outlook

•

The Maritime start-up ecosystem

•

Concept of the connected vessel

•

Application areas

•

Connectivity & sustainability

•

Market sizing

Source: Inmarsat Trade 2.0 Report

Maritime digitalisation trends
Inmarsat findings

$2.5m

100%

14%

51%

Average shipowner
investment in IoT
solutions over the
next three years

of owners surveyed will
be using IoT for fuel
consumption monitoring
by 2023 to meet
emissions regulations

Average cost savings
predicted though IoT
based solutions use
within five years

Say getting data off
the ship in real-time
is biggest obstacle to
IoT adoption

Source: Inmarsat Report - Industrial IoT: Land and Sea

Ship Operations
How ships work and how they are able to safely move cargo across oceans
Innovation around the world
Sea-Kit - the world’s first commercial crossing of the North
Sea by an unmanned vessel.
Innovative decision support systems being developed
through a number of collaborations including Sea Machines
Robotics and Maersk, and Shone and CMA CGM.
Loginno - developing the first fully IoT enabled dry container
fleet for automatic container monitoring at sea and ashore,
reducing incident risk.
Cloud based admin and reporting systems to enable data
driven risk modelling for operations at sea and the
automation of administrative tasks for crew..

Source: Inmarsat Trade 2.0 Report

Tech Trends
●

Shore based decision support
and remote control vessels

●

IoT sensors and scanners for
maintenance and cargo
monitoring

●

Cloud based platforms for safety
management and administration
support.

Port Operations
How the flow of ships and goods through ports is managed.
Innovation around the world
Improved vessel scheduling through collaborative decision
making tools like Sea Traffic Management, Portcall, and
CargoMate.
DockTech - crowdsourced depth measurements from tugs
and pilot boats reducing survey costs and increasing depth
reliability.
Kalmar - fully autonomous gantry cranes that can move,
load or discharge one container every two minutes.
Hawkeye 360 - uses a constellation of microsatellites to
track vessels that are trying to avoid detection to either
smuggle goods or people.

Source: Inmarsat Trade 2.0 Report

Tech Trends
●

Collaborative decision making
platforms for port stakeholders.

●

Automation and advanced
robotics for cargo handling

●

IoT driven analytics for
streamlined operations

●

Big data and AI driven port
management and dispatching
systems.

Ship Management and Services
The ecosystem of shore based services that enable ships to go to sea.
Innovation around the world

Tech Trends

Fostech - developing mixed reality solutions to help
engineers in shipyards inspect work and communicate with
other team members.

●

Mixed reality to train and
remotely assist engineers at sea.

Innovative use of drone technology to conduct inspections
for class societies and even make deliveries for ships agents.

●

Cloud based performance
optimisation tools.

●

Drone technology for ships
agency and inspection services.

●

Cloud platforms transforming
administration and procurement.

Cloud platforms for managing and automating crew
administration and travel, and for enhancing and
automating parts procurement.
Bunkerex - shipowners miss the cheapest bunker port in
30% of voyages, Bunkerex is a bunker procurement platform
that brings together thousands of bunker prices to once place
making it easier to optimise procurement.
Source: Inmarsat Trade 2.0 Report

Trade facilitation
The processes, documents, and financial services that allow global trade to function.
Innovation around the world

Tech Trends

Shipbroking moving onto the cloud, with platforms including
Opensea, Vesselbot, and Sea/ moving the entire
shipbroking process online.

●

Kontainers - modernising traditional freight forwarding with
a cloud based platform that allows even small forwarders to
trade digitally.

Online chartering and freight
forwarding platforms and
marketplaces

●

Blockchain based trade
documents and marine insurance

Shipamax - using AI to extract and process key supply
chain data from emails and pdf documents.

●

Trade documents processed with
AI

●

IoT enabled insurance claims
handling

Blockchain being successfully used to replace paper bills of
lading and used to process the data to power the insurance
market.
IoT data successfully deployed to inform and eventually
automate the insurance claims process.
Source: Inmarsat Trade 2.0 Report

Sustainability
The innovations enabling a zero emission future for shipping.
Innovation around the world
We4Sea - a vessel digital twin to monitor fuel consumption
and test fuel reduction measures with no capex or physical
sensors.
Flettner rotors being developed and deployed to ships to
make use of wind power and reduce fuel consumption by
up to 10%.
Whalewashing - a fully autonomous semi-submersible hull for
antifouling at a fraction of the cost of current methods.
Wavefoil - a modular and retractable hydrofoil that can be
installed in any ship’s bulbous bow, reduces fuel
consumption by as much as 20% in rough weather.

Source: Inmarsat Trade 2.0 Report

Tech Trends
●

Wind power making a comeback

●

Digital twins for testing new
hardware

●

Data driven routing and
performance optimisation tools

●

Advances in hardware for
reducing consumption on board

Market sizing
Set to grow for startups

Growing ShipTech market | The global
market for digital services in maritime is
worth $106 billion (USD), and is set to
grow to $278 billion (USD) by 2030 .

Start-ups driving growth | The size of the
market available to start-ups will increase
to £111 billion by 2030, in line with similar
high-growth tech markets

Source: Inmarsat Trade 2.0 Japan Report

Digitalisation will disrupt maritime trade
ShipTech market to triple by 2030

Source: Inmarsat Trade 2.0 Report



We are at the beginning of a new era of global maritime trade.



The cost of transferring data between any two points on earth will continue
to decrease.



Current pilots and trials will become fleet wide roll outs of digital
technologies.



IoT is a key enabling technology for digitalisation in the short term. By
bridging the gap between the physical and digital assets it makes cloud
platforms, big data, blockchain, and artificial intelligence possible.



The most fundamental shift maritime will see in the next few decades is how
it manages energy in a world without fossil fuels.



The opportunity is huge. The global ShipTech market is already worth more
than $100bn a year and, enabled by connectivity, is set to grow to $278billion
by 2030.

Conclusion
How will digitalisation & innovation change the industry?

•

Digitalisation is here to stay, especially evident in this Covid19 predicament

•

Digitalisation & innovation requires much more than introducing technology

•

The industry is set to be revolutionised by the innovation out there

•

How can we capitalise on that?

Source: Inmarsat Trade 2.0 Report
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Technical Webinar Feedback

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/FWH765B

Thank you for your participation and see you in our next webinar/ talk/ event!

